ON THE COVER: GENE BATES IS THIS ARCHITECT OF THIS UPSCALE PUBLIC COURSE: GREEN MOUNTAIN NATIONAL IN VERMONT.
PHOTO COURTESY JOHNSON DESIGN

FEATURES

20 SUMMER SUCCESS STORIES
Find out what leading landscapers, grounds managers and golf course superintendents did to make '98 even better.
ROBERT REAVES

27 IS THE PLANTING SITE RIGHT?
The three most important considerations for planting success are: location, location, location.
NANCY STAIRS

30 LM REPORTS: CHIPPERS
Look at cutting power and portability, but don’t overlook ease of use.
CURT HARLER

34 DEFINE YOUR NICHE
Read how successful tree service companies use specialized equipment, like chippers, profitably.
RICHARD A. YACH

37 GROUPING BULBS & PERENNIALS
Enhance next spring’s color with well-planned combinations of annuals and perennials

Visit us on the web at www.landscapegroup.com
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